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L.3.1a 1. A pronoun takes the place of a noun.  Pronouns used in the predicate
of a sentence are called object pronouns.

Sort the list of object pronouns into singular and plural.

Singular 

Plural 

L.4.3 2. The verb in a sentence tells what the subject is, does, or did.
The complete predicate includes the verb and any additional
information about what the subject is or is doing.

Example: Marla read all the books by C. S. Lewis.

Draw one line under the complete predicate and two lines under the

verb.

 The captain steers the ship through the passage.

L.1.2c 3. When writing a date, separate two words or two numbers by a
comma.  Add a comma in the proper place.

Gold was discovered at Sutter’s Mill in California on

January 24  1848.

L.4.2b 4. Add a comma and quotation marks.

Jade exclaimed That is the worst singing I’ve ever heard!

L.3.1a 5. Underline the singular nouns.

The men on the team enjoyed a snack of apples and cheese.

me you him her
it us you them
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L.4.2d 6. The plural of foot is feet.  Write these irregular plurals. 

goose  

tooth  

ox  

child  

L.4.1g 7. Choose the correct word.  Use a dictionary to check your work.     

Uncle Frank loaded the truck with plenty of (would / wood)  

L.4.2a 8. Which of these should begin with a capital letter?   

A) the name of a river  C)  the direction north

B) the title of a website  D)  both A and B

L.3.1a 9. Add an adjective to the sentence to describe  
the underlined noun.   

The                                                    teacher  

announced there would be no homework.

L.3.1a 10. Forms of the verb be tell what something is or was.

Draw a line under the verbs that are forms of be.

am jumped are sing

was race were skate


